
November, 2016  Email Meeting 

Okay, here is a start.  If you think of anything else to add, please do.  

REC 

Commissioner-  1. We received a check from the Court for Wendy in the amount of $60.43. 

2.  Championship games went well.  Both squads lost, but played great games.  

3.  Board positions- If you haven't already let me know, I need to know pretty soon if you intend to retain your 
board position.  

4.  I NEED A REPLACEMENT FOR COMMISSIONER TO SHADOW ME NEXT SEASON.   

Secretary- Sherry, can you attach minutes from last meeting for all to review.  If someone can give us a 1st and a 
2nd we can approve. 

Treasurer- Heather, can you attach treasurer’s report and if someone can give us a 1st and 2nd we can approve. 

Banquet- Megan do you need any help for the banquet?  Are we all set? 

First Aid kits and COUGARS letters- Coaches, can you turn in your first aid kits and COUGAR letters when possible.  

Uniforms- In the process of collection.  Must have all by tomorrow or no banquet (or maybe we should say no 
trophy!)  You can eat, but you can’t have a trophy!!!  

COMPETITION 

ADDL COMP- We obviously pulled out of Rumble in the Jungle.  We need to pick another competition or figure out 
how to handle missing one. 

Comps that I know of  are: 

1/7         Epic Storm (Tritown’s competition)  (we have Girl scouts with conflicts) 

1/15       Rise Up Competition (Central Dauphin)  (back to back with Battle in the Burg) 

1/29       Blizzard Battle  (back to back with Garnet Valley) 

2/18       Lansdale Catholic Valley  (far away- could be overnight) 

None of these are perfect to say the least!!  Up for suggestions please!! 

HALF TOPS FOR SPARKS- Taryn, we have an assortment of half tops. Some are the turtleneck kind and some are 
the V neck kind.  I think with the combination, we can make it work.   

Brandi, once we have skirts turned back in, we need to get some of Sparks outfitted with new skirts. Not sure if 
Taryn or Brandi is helping with this one. Let me know.  Pick a date and let’s make this happen.  
Their first comp is 12/3, so we need to make it happen soon as we only have 4 more practices. 

BOWS- Jenn Leader, let us know when the Sparks can expect their bows.   

 

TINA’S RESPONSE: 



Tina's response: 

as far as comps go  
i know one of those girl scouts is mine so sorry for the conflict because that is probably the best one 
to pick 
 i would rather do back to back with battle in the burg than garnett valley  
how far away is Lansdale ?? 
if not outrageous i vote Lansdale just to give us some breathing room from the back to back hectic 
schedule 
just my two sents  :) 
Tina 
 

 

Jenn Leader’s response: 

 

On Monday, November 14, 2016 5:15 PM, jennifer leader <jenn.leader@hotmail.com> wrote: 
 

Littles bows will be delivered on the 29th I will bang them out over Thanksgiving break. Also, I will have the 
extra comp bow. I am doing an extra littles now for a sister still, correct? Do the littles need an extra plain comp 
bow for emergencies as well?? 
 
Sent from my iPhone 

 

mailto:jenn.leader@hotmail.com

